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Abstract—The general principles of scale and coarse and fine filters have been widely
accepted, but management agencies and industry are still grappling with the question
of what to monitor to detect changes in forest biodiversity after forest management.
Part of this problem can be attributed to the lack of focused questions for monitoring
associated with an absence of null models and predicted effects, a certain level of
disconnect between research and management, and recognition that, in the case of
forest management, monitoring is research. Considerable research from the past decade
has not been adequately synthesized to answer important questions, such as which
species might be the best indicators of change, what is the importance, if any, of subtle
changes in community structures, and causes of observed changes. A disproportionate
research emphasis has been placed on community ecology, and mostly on a few groups
of arthropods, amphibians, migratory songbirds, and small mammals, while other species, including soil organisms, lichens, bats, raptors, and larger mammals remain less
well-known. Hence, our ability to deal with questions of persistence is limited, and
demographic research on key species is urgently needed. Management agencies need
to clearly articulate null models for monitoring, focus fine-scale monitoring on key species in key habitats and areas to answer clear questions, and have a protocol in place
to adapt management strategies to changes observed. Finally, agencies must have some
way to determine and define when a significant change has occurred and to predict
persistence of species; this too should flow from a proper null model.

Introduction
Effectiveness monitoring is the use of indicators to
determine achievement of management goals and objectives, while validation monitoring is used to investigate
the relationship between an action and an effect as a test
of a hypothesis (Mulder and others 1999). These two
types of monitoring with respect to forest management
should not be considered different, and all biodiversity
monitoring should examine objectives in light of expectation, or hypotheses. In other words, monitoring
the effects of forest management should be considered
a research problem. However, monitoring needs for
management evaluation requires ecologists to conduct
long-term research without the benefits of experimental
manipulation. In this way, ecologists are caught in an
experimental time-space warp.
Despite more than 20 years of research into the effects
of boreal forest management on animal and plant communities, with few exceptions, management agencies are
still uncertain of how to monitor effects (or effectiveness). The broad concepts of coarse and fine filters (Noss
1987, 1999, Hunter 1990), although somewhat modified
from the original intent, are generally well accepted, as is
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the principle that forest management affects biodiversity
at multiple scales. A large and varied number of criticisms
have been made of the use of indicators to suggest change
as a result of forest management (Steele and others 1984,
Landres and others 1988, Prendergast and others 1993,
Carignan and Villard 2002). Nevertheless, it is impossible
to infer sustainability without monitoring something,
and all authors agree that a set of indicators is needed
(Landres and others 1988, McLaren and others 1998,
Lindenmayer 1999, Carignan and Villard 2002).
However, difficulties arise in the development of
details, particularly over what to monitor, how often to
monitor, what sample sizes are needed, and ultimately
how to decide whether or not a measured change is
meaningful. In fact the latter issue is rarely considered
in monitoring programs. These problems arise for several reasons including a lack of application of research
results to management practice, uncertainty about the
questions that a monitoring program should answer, and
especially the lack of scientific rigor in application of a
monitoring program to the problems at hand. There is a
need for management agencies to develop clear questions
before designing and undertaking monitoring programs.
This paper suggests various means to correct some of the
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problems that have arisen, clouding the intent, design,
and interpretation of results from monitoring programs.
The paper does not address in a comprehensive manner
the selection of indicators or the statistical considerations for designing a monitoring program. For specific
discussions of ways to chose indicators, the reader is
referred to: McLaren and others (1998), Noss (1999),
and Carignan and Villard (2002), and for statistical and
power considerations to Link and others (1994), Phillippi
and others (1998), Gibbs and others (1998), Pollock and
others (2002), Carlson and Schmiegelow (2002), and
Rempel and Kushneriuk (2003).

A Need for the Improved Use
of Available Research
The catalogue of research studies into the effects of
boreal forest management on aspects of biodiversity
during the past 20 or more years is impressive. A simple
search on “biodiversity + boreal + forest management”
in a single forestry-related library database, for 1980
to 2004, produced more than 300 published articles.
However, much of the available research is in a published
format that management agencies do not or rarely use.
Academic researchers view the scientific community
as their main “client,” and so results are published in
scientific journals that managers rarely read and using
language that is difficult to read. As a result, much of
this information remains obscure and unavailable to
management agencies because of a lack of directed and
meaningful syntheses, and the inability (or disinterest)
of researchers to move their results into management
practice. By “meaningful synthesis,” I am referring to
the need to use the published literature to develop predictive models of effects, which can lead to a strong set of
indicators that can be monitored as a test of a hypothesis.
Considerable information on which to base monitoring
programs is available but remains non-influential, and
as a result monitoring programs in boreal forests are
somewhat mired in uncertainty.
As an example in boreal forests of Canada, researchers
have keyed in on the importance of standing and fallen
deadwood with certain characteristics that provides
strong predictive capability for breeding by some species
(Bonar 2000, Setterington and others 2000, Drapeau and
others 2002, Steeger and Dulisse 2002). A synthesis of
this information could be used to develop models leading to predictions of when certain species might begin
to re-occur in managed forests, for example as was done
by Bunnell and others (2002), leading to a hypothesis
of effect. Models may also lead to predictions about
thresholds of response to particular structures (fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Possible thresholds and responses exist in response
of species to structures and amounts of forest, and if properly
modeled provides managers with testable hypotheses. In the
illustrated case, two possible models suggest responses by
red-backed voles (Clethrionomys gapperi) in mature boreal
forests to the volume of coarse woody debris. Monitoring
could be used as a test of the hypothesis that a certain
volume of CWD is required for the voles to persist and to
examine the suggested thresholds for population. These
models are based on unpublished data for dry conifer
(exponential) and lowland conifer (logistic) (I. Thompson,
Can. For. Serv.).

However, little demographic information and few species-specific studies are available to enable assessment
of persistence of species associated with dead wood
structures. Nevertheless, models could be developed to
predict responses.

Re-focusing Research
There has been excessive study of certain groups of
organisms, especially carabid beetles, forest songbirds,
and small mammals, yet on the other hand the cryptic
and the more difficult-to-study organisms remain obscure
as does species-specific information on demography. For
example, certain groups of species that have proved to
be useful indicators in Scandinavian boreal forests, have
not been well-researched in the Canadian boreal forest.
These include bryophytes, fungi, saproxylic beetles, and
lichens (Esseen and others 1996, Jonsson and Jonsell
1999, Berglund and Jonsson 2001). As a result, even the
broad effects of forest management on many potential
indicators remain unknown. Other groups of species that
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remain poorly known in boreal forests include small
carnivores, owls, raptors, cryptograms, and all soil organisms. Among the small carnivores, marten and lynx
are reasonably well researched, but fisher, red fox, all
three boreal weasel species, river otter, and mink have
not been adequately studied to predict the effects of forest management.
For the commonly studied groups, researchers
have most often decided to examine community-level
questions. These studies invariably show a re-ordered
abundance of species by forest management treatment,
but provide limited information about the causal effects
of forest management on species persistence and no information on the effects of such changes on ecosystem
function. For example, a recent publication by Work
and others (2004) concluded that the community composition of carabid beetles was dramatically different
depending on stand origin (fire or logging) and by cover
type. Their conclusion was that “…[the species] exist in
different mixes and it is not clear that the persistence of
all species would be assured [under different management regimes] on the managed landscape.” This is the
same as saying that they could draw no conclusions with
respect to species persistence and so could not comment
about the effects of forest management, other than to say
that relative abundances had changed. The literature is
replete with these kinds of studies, all indicating that
differences in relative species abundance had occurred
as a result of forest management, but which provided no
information about important mechanistic relationships.
Lindenmayer (1999) points out that such studies also
reveal little about cumulative impacts in space or time.
This kind of result has done little to inform management
agencies and do not contribute to a monitoring program.
However, what these community-based studies can provide is suggestions about species that may be affected
and so lead researchers towards subsequent demographic
and detailed habitat studies that may reveal causal links
to the effects of forest management. Unfortunately, few
such studies are available in boreal forests and modeling
persistence is not possible for most species, although
there are notable exceptions (marten [Martes americana],
snowshoe hare [Lepus americana], and balsam fir [Abies
balsmifera]). Schumaker and others (2004) developed
habitat scenarios for suites of wildlife species but noted
their inability to deal with the persistence issue owing
to lack of information for most. We need to move past
community studies and onto detailed examinations of
habitats and demographics of individual species that are
predicted to be affected negatively by forest management. Spatially explicit population models can be used
to develop population-based predictions of effects that
can be examined through monitoring.
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What is the Correct
Monitoring Question?
Forest management is a large-scale experiment in
community ecology, hence monitoring requires research
hypotheses that flow logically from this experiment.
Logging in the Canadian boreal forest has a relatively
young history, beginning in the 1940s, only becoming
mechanized in the 1960s, followed by a rapid expansion in area in the 1970s in the east but not until the late
1980s in the west. There are no mechanically-logged
second-growth forests that are old enough to compare to
natural-origin old forests. Bearing this in mind, simulation modeling is the only tool to enable some perspective
about the sustainability of forest management in the long
term. However, we can examine younger forests that are
comparable in age but were derived from natural and
managed disturbances, while maintaining benchmark
old forests to enable the longer-term modeling predictions to be tested.
For monitoring to contribute to our understanding of
the effects of forest management, it must be viewed as
a mensurative science experiment with testable hypotheses. Therefore, in designing a monitoring program, a
key need is to formulate the correct questions. The main
underlying question is not “how has abundance of species
A or forest ecosystem X changed over time in response
to a given practice?” Rather, the issue is “has a change
occurred in response to a forest management practice
that was unexpected and deleterious to the persistence
of a population of a particular species?” (In Ontario,
for example, the scale is set at the “forest management
unit” [FMU, approximately 5000 km2] because plans
are developed at this scale and each plan has to demonstrate sustainability). In other words, “will the species or
population continue to survive over the long-term in this
forest?” In the ultimate sense, sustainable development
is about the preservation of genetic diversity. Thinking at
this level, that is, about what might cause the loss of genes
from populations, should help to develop a monitoring
program that will succeed. There is a need to monitor
local populations (in other words, FMU-scale), not just
species or elements at a regional scale.
There must be some a priori expectation (hypothesis)
against which to measure effect and a means to identify an
unacceptable level of impact. In the few instances where
management agencies have followed a well-developed
plan for a boreal biodiversity monitoring program (the
Alberta Biomonitoring Program, Farr and others 1999),
there is still no explicit means of determining when to
declare that a problem exists. Monitoring programs
need to consider observed changes measured under an
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appropriate null model, and in the light of changes to
coarse filters that are also monitored. Null models provide
a basis against which to determine that a significant negative effect has occurred. In the absence of a such a model,
monitoring is nothing more than counting organisms and
assessing trends in time (Krebs 1991, Nichols 1999), but
cannot answer the question ”when has a sufficient change
occurred to warrant corrective management action?”
Appropriate null models are debatable and require
considerable thought and various lines of evidence
from research to develop properly. In recent years at
coarse scales, forest management has moved away from
sustained yield towards emphasizing planning that is
“close to nature” or that “emulates natural disturbances,”
at scales from forest stands to large landscapes (Harris
1984, Hunter 1990, Attiwill 1994). In boreal forests,
many authors have argued that “natural disturbance
emulation” is the appropriate null model because these
forests were mostly disturbance-driven, especially by
fires (Harris 1984, Haila and others 1994, Bergeron
and Harvey 1997). An important issue to understand,
as a forest manager, is “will forest communities that
result following harvesting converge with those forest
communities that result following natural disturbances,
and hence maintain associated biological diversity and
all the same goods and services?” In other words, we
need to know if it is possible to use forest systems while
maintaining their ecological integrity, and ensuring their
stability (age structure, species composition, structures,
and processes) within known bounds (Thompson and
Harestad 2004). A monitoring program is meant to suggest whether or not such bounds have been exceeded, and
should be developed to test differences between natural
and managed forests of similar types on similar sites and
of similar ages, for a range of indicators across scales.
There is, of course, considerable debate about the ability of forest managers to emulate natural disturbances,
and how appropriate the natural disturbance model may
be is open to some question (Hunter 1993, Landres
and others 1999, Reich and others 2001). It may be
that past landscapes cannot really be true predictors of
future landscapes, given that humans have altered even
natural processes, for example through suppression of
fires, climate change, and the introduction of exotic
species. One could argue that an appropriate null model
should be based on an expected landscape as designed
by humans.
The ability to develop well-informed null models may
be limited by knowledge; however, this limitation has
been reduced in recent years with an accumulation of
studies about boreal forests and their biodiversity. This
work has flowed from well-funded research programs
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under the Canadian Model Forests Network, National
Research Council’s Sustainable Forest Management
Network, Ontario’s Living Legacy Trust, Manning Forest
Products Research Trust, Fonds québécois de recherche
sur la société et la culture, and British Columbia Forest
Renewal Program. However, the problem of incorporating these results into monitoring programs remains
problematic as noted above.

The Value of a Model-based Monitoring
Program
Models can fulfill several roles in the development
of a monitoring program including estimating required
sample sizes, indicating power, suggesting sample distribution, but most importantly to develop predictions
based on previous knowledge. The latter use provides
managers with a means to assess success and the ability
to estimate the probability of persistence of an indicator.
In a more general sense, models also force managers and
researchers to examine closely what they understand
about causal links between forest management and
effects on biodiversity, and lead ultimately to revised
management strategies (Walters and Holling 1990) and
more focused research.

An Example of Model-based Predictions
for Monitoring
Thompson and others (2003) published a review of
the impacts of intensive forest management that enabled
them to develop predictive probabilistic models of effects on individual species. The species modeled were
selected based on an expectation of detectable effects
over time in second-growth boreal forest stands, as
compared to natural-origin forests of the same age and
type. The curves were developed based on published
literature and expert opinion and provided testable null
hypotheses of probabilistic effect. Relative population
changes were modeled for several species based on forest
change with harvesting on a 5000 km2 landscape in boreal
eastern Ontario, Canada. Cape May warbler (Dendroica
tigrina) and Tennessee warbler (Vermivora peregrina)
are illustrated in figure 2. Species for which predicted
effects were distinguishable between treatments (natural
vs. managed) at 40-50 years of age could be used as
indicators of sustainable forest management, such as in
the case of the two warbler species shown. The predicted
population changes are hypotheses of effect and monitoring would permit testing against the model. A decline of
20 percent could be selected as severe and would occur
for Tennessee warblers by year 48 on this particular
landscape, if no post-harvest treatment was done.
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Figure 2. Predicted probability of
occurrence for two boreal warbler
species in similar forest types over
time since harvest for a boreal forest
landscape of about 5000 km2. ”Natural
regeneration” refers to no post-harvest
treatment to the stands post-harvesting,
and “60 percent treated” refers to
60 percent of the stands on a given
landscape were planted and tended
following harvesting. Populations of
both species are predicted to decline
continuously following removal of
original forest cover, but the decline
is predicted to be precipitous in the
absence of post-harvest treatment.
(from Thompson and others 2003)

Some Additional Thoughts on
Selecting Indicators
How to select species or elements to monitor is not
the focus of this paper, and several excellent publications are available to help managers select indicators
(see: Introduction). Nevertheless, some additional ideas
to guide the selection of indicators would include: using
existing community-based studies to implicate species
of particular interest, choosing species for which modeling has suggested both stand and landscape effects (in
other words, as predictor variables), including species
that require specific forest structures known to change
as a result of management, and selecting species that
occur in rare or declining habitats (and monitoring the
habitats themselves). Hansson (2001) called habitats
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in which there was a high probability of encountering
“red-listed” species “key habitats” and suggested these
areas required special consideration. Such areas have
not been carefully identified in Canadian boreal forests.
Although rare species present several sampling problems
(for example, excessive zero plots, high variance, low
power to detect change) (Link and others 1994), these
species have a high probability of being among the first
to become locally extinct, as a result of altered habitats
or altered community-related processes, such as predation or competition. Hannon and others (2004) have
suggested a protocol for identifying rare avian species
in boreal forests. Locally rare species, especially where
rarity is related to a rare habitat, warrant special consideration as indicators in a monitoring program. In the case
of a rare indicator, concern over high variability among
counts, or among years, could be offset by using several
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lines of evidence to determine change in population.
For example, counts on snow transects, counts at scent
posts, and camera traps might be used to provide three
separate indices of a rare mammal species. Finally, to
reiterate an earlier point, until the value as indicators of
poorly studied groups of organisms is assessed (lichens,
soil organisms, small carnivores), the available choices
for indicators remains incomplete.

Conclusion
In the case of monitoring the effects of forest management, we need to be clear that monitoring is long-term
research. A proper framework for monitoring programs
that includes hypotheses, well thought-out models of
effects, and clear objectives with respect to changes in
numbers or amounts of indicators is needed for these
programs to be effective. Simple arbitrary plans that declines will be detected are insufficient, as is the view that
reporting numbers is somehow meaningful. A monitoring
program should be seen and developed as a test of hypotheses relating to the experiment of sustainable forest
management. Improved use of existing research can be
made to develop testable hypotheses under a monitoring
program, and future research should concentrate less on
community ecology and more on key species and key
habitats to understand causal links to the effects of forest management. Finally, in boreal forests considerable
research is still needed on many poorly understood species so that indicators can be selected from the range of
functional groups in these systems.
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